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"A swicked adventure that will leave you smiling and wanting more." -HM Ward, New York Times

Bestselling AuthorThere are no minor gods.Lilah Jones is officially thirteen. Unfortunately, the day

comes with a few twists she didn't expect. For example, her hair turned into a living rainbow and she

was gifted with a golden necklace that randomly goes from being room temperature to as hot a

supernova. On top of that, she has a dream that she remembers line by the line when she wakes

up.Seeking answers, Lilah meets two boys, named Cole and Adrian, who gladly clear things up.

Remember the Greek myths you assumed were fiction? The old gods that you assumed were just

someone's imagination? You were wrong. They've been with us the whole time, fighting battles we

didn't even know existed, and they've returned. The Olympians are reuniting, preparing to fight the

most dangerous battle they've ever faced.The Father of Monsters is rising.Genre: MG/YA

Paranormal Contemporary Greek Mythology AdventureType: Novella, 4 of 6 Length: Approx. 100

pgs ea.
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No minor Gods! That's for sure. Awesome for teenage readers. They will love this series. I love that



B.ward has both mortal and God names running thru the book.LILAH is IRIS God of Rainbows!!!

My daughter (age 10) and I are thoroughly enjoying this series - it's very well written - the author has

a beautiful style and voice. It's fast paced, and very fun...easy to understand, but doesn't seem to

silly or babyish for my daughter. I am excited to read the next two books in the series, as well as any

further books Ms. Ward writes!

At last we get some answers to who Lilah is and what her journey entails. At the age of thirteen she

battles life changing/altering challenges she seeks the answers for.With the help of two young men,

Lilah begins retrieving her answers for her rainbow hair and the necklace she adorns. The more she

learns, the more she realizes the biggest fight is yet to come. Add in the gods we've grown with and

learned over the years and you have a fantastic journey I can't wait to finish.I find it hard to believe

such a great story is written by such a young adult. This is a great read for teens.

FINALLY! We know who Lilah really is! So Exciting! Great twist to the plot. We have met all major

characters and are beginning to see where this group is headed. Will the changes to the characters

change the age old story's outcome? What role will Lilah play?Great story from a young author.

Perfect for her chosen population! Wish I had had these books around when I was learning about

the major and minor gods and goddesses! Great addition to any library!

So a good read for teenage/young adults. I certainly wish I had this sort of book when I was growing

up. Love the real life and god-like aspects. And finally, some info on Lilah! Belle Ward is definitely

someone that young girls should keep on their reading list.And as an adult, I really enjoyed the story

so not just for the young crowd!
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